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Introduction
The word "frontier" has two meanings: the land frontier, as a territory with a special legal status and social demands, and the state of the frontier as a contradictory psychological state of being in marginal condition with approval of the constructive possibilities from this marginal status. If the first meaning is usual under discussing choice of literary themes and preferences within the logic of the genre (say, that the best adventures are reasonable on the geographical frontier), the second meaning is rare for literary criticism. We will speak about the inner frontier novel as description of the marginal existence taken as inner problem of the main hero's mind. We aim to make this definition clearer after historical sketch of the particular phenomena of lower literature as literature of inner frontier, or to say about the psychical conditions of frontier experience.
We refer to the inner frontier novel texts of Petronius and Apuleius with much credence, where the lower state of life of the heroes is highlighted with lower genre and special relationship to philosophy: a lower affair needed to justify philosophy to non-philosophers, who see in philosophy only means to prosperity.
This novel must show that every drop to the bottom, closer to the animal world; these are the passions designing the very existential position of philosophy, the opportunity to see everyday events as existential.
Theoretical frame
The novel of inner frontier is highly 
Statement of the problem
The sense of inner frontier not to be limit of cultural identity, but to demonstrate its stability 
Conclusion
So the inner frontier novel shows that "normal conversation", "normal science" or "normal statement" is actually quite conventional etiquette, built on mutual violence: people think that they are free to draw conclusions, but in they actually take their own conclusions inexorability inexorable ancient fate. While true freedom is achieved precisely when you cannot deal with his words as with stranger, and watch as the word has gone through the violence to ourselves to become a cover, saving others from violence.
The concept of inner frontier novel allows to specify many familiar concepts. It is not familiar 
